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ARCHAEOLOGY: 

Archaeological Evidence 

The sites N37/589-601 located within the Res-erve are largely midden thus 
demonstrating th.e us-e to which tfie shellfish resources were put in prehistory. 

The abundance of marine life is amply demonstrated by the number and size of 
sites in the reserve. Erosion of the middens is taking place at a fairly 

constant rate, and is caus-ed oy natural factors. Each site is located on the 
bank of the small peninsula, which_ is very vulnerable to the action of wind 

and tide. A map showing site locations is held at the Department of Lands and 
Survey, Auckland. 

Archaeological Significance 

The significance of the sites is- assessed from the amount of information to 

be gained from the sites regarding economic exploitation of shellfish reserves 
by past populations of this area. 

This type of specific information is only gained with a research programme. It 

would be possible after such research takes place to use the information for 

interpretation and relate it on a wider scale to other reserves in this area. 

SURROUNDINGS: 

FENCING: 

PROXIMITY TO OTHER 

SIMILAR RESERVES: 

Farmland to the north, mangrove flats to the east and 

the harbour forms the southern and western boundaries. 

There are rocks and mudflats at low tide. 

Th.ere are no fences. It is necessary to fence the 

bush/scruo areas to allow grazing of pasture without 

affecting the understorey. 

Armstrong Kauri Scenic Reserve 20 kilometres north

east. 

UTILITY 

Th.ere is no evidence of the public using this reserve. It is not signposted so 
the pub.lie are probably unaware that i:t is a reserve. It is necessary to walk 

about 3 km acros-s- farmland to reach it, al though the reserve can be viewed from 
the Kaipara Harbour. 

A grazing lease over the portion of the reserve in grass has been issued to 

Graham Jordan Limited for a term of 5 years from 18 August 1977. 

FUTURE POTENTIAL 

The isolated location and difficult access restricts the public use of this 

reserve. However a Scenic Reserve Location Sign will be erected. 

The reserve is remote from roads but accessible from the sea at high tide. It 

is quote a pleasant and picturesque place. 
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Archaeological Significance 

The two sites are similar to others found around the foreshore in the Leigh
Whangateau area. They reflect the importance of shellfish in the diet of past 
occupants. 

SURROUNDINGS: 

FENCING: 

PROXIMITY- TO OTHER 
SIMILAR RESERVES: 

The coastline forms the south and south-east boundary. 
Bush continues to the north-east and south-west and 
unfenced farmland continues to th.e north,-.west. 

Reserve needs to be fenced off from farmland along 
northern boundary. 

Ti Point Sceni.c Reserve - 4 km south. 
Goat Island Scenic Reserve - 3 km north. 

UTILITY 

There is a good walking track following the shoreline of th.e reserve. The walking 
track begins at the Leigh Wharf. Signs are required however to indicate the 
location of the reserve. The native trees- in th.e reserve fonn a valuable scenic 
backdrop to the boats anchored in Leigh Harbour. 

An educational walkway has been established where indicated on the plan. A wide 
range of trees and shrubs have been identified along the walkway. Leaflets 
describing th.e walk are available from a display· stand near its. entrance. 

FUTURE. POTENTIAL 

Investigations: to continue to close the unformed legal roads which bisect the 
reserve and incorporate these areas into the reserve. 

POLICIES 

The following policy applies to this res:erve: 

No picnic facilities will be provided in this reserve. 

1. Sign post to be erected.

ACTION REQUIRED 

2. Northern boundary to be fenced.

3. Possum population to be controlled.

4. The unformed legal roads to be closed and incorporated into the reserve.

5. This reserve is vulnerable to invasion by woody weeds. Checks should be made
on this aspect.

6. Th.e two road reserves adjoining the res:erve to the west next to the shoreline
be reclassified scenic and ves·ted in the Crown.
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